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“For The Love Of God”

Hi. Welcome to Golden Heart magazine! In this 

magazine you  are going to read  about things that are 

mind blowing and so exciting! You can find every kind 

of text you are looking for! Like technology, Covid 19, 

Fun facts, Poems, Film, Beautiful Cities , ….  

So stay tuned guys!  
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1-Golden Hearts:

You know why we all love people who are kind to others? Do you know how some
organizations are helping each other by sending love and kindness to them. Kindness has
many benefits including increased happiness and a healthy heart. It slows down the aging
process and improves relationships and connections. If you want to know about it more,
read this topic. Also our magazine name, “Golden Heart” is actually related to this topic

2-2020 Nightmare

You know what was the nightmare of 2020? Of course Covid 19. You can be infected by
breathing in the virus if you are within close proximity of someone who has COVID-19, or by
touching a contaminated surface and then your eyes, nose or mouth. It definitely changed
the whole world. Do you want to know about this nightmare more? Check out this topic.

3-Technology
I guess we all want to know about a huge evolution in the whole history of the world. When
technology progresses and makes our lives even more convenient, we must stress how
beneficial it is to our lives . Technology plays an important role in society today .Technology
affects the way individuals communicate, learn, and think. If you want to know about some
great invention, check this topic.
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4- How to make my own money?

I think one of our dreams is to be able to
make our own business . Your reasons for
starting a business should include several of
these motivations, rather than, say, just
doing it for the money opportunity: You can
make a living doing what you love (or at
least what interests you). The money you
have been making for others now shifts to
yourself. It feels great to be a manager
right? You can read this topic and figure out
how to be your own boss.

5-Tenet

Are you down for a good movie? Are you 
curious about time travel? We recommend 
you to watch  Tenet . Christopher Nolan took 
more than five years to write the screenplay 
after deliberating about Tenet's central ideas 
for over a decade. The film follows a secret 
agent who learns to manipulate the flow of 
time to prevent an attack from the future that 
threatens to annihilate the present world. 
Check out this topic for more details. 
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Facts

Sunflower flowers remove radioactive waste

Some radioactive isotopes are

similar to the nutrients that

sunflowers usually need.

Therefore, these flowers absorb

radiation in the soil during

growth.

Polar bears can not be detected with infrared cameras

These animals are very warm due to the thick layer of fat

under their skin and the many hairs that cover their body.

But the outer layer of their body has the same

temperature as the snow around them. Therefore, they

are not recognizable with infrared cameras because they

work by detecting the heat released from the body of

living organisms.
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Facts

Scorpions glow in the ultraviolet light

Their dull green-blue glow is due

to a substance present in their

cuticle. The cuticle is a very hard

layer that is part of their outer

ossification. However, scientists

still do not know what this

night's glow is, but they think

that scorpions use it to find each

other, and this glow protects

them from sunlight.

A Venus day is longer than one year

It takes 243 Earth days to rotate

once on its axis (sidereal day).

The planet's orbit around the Sun

takes 225 Earth days.
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2020 Nightmare

The Calamity of coronavirus on Communities:

Has Earthly Life Reached the End?

Viruses are a very fine pathogen in the range of 20 to

450nm.They are not living organisms but can disrupt living
structures. They are even smaller than bacteria and can infect
bacteria. Viruses can take many different forms and be
classified into different groups, each of which can effect
different parts of the body. Blood viruses such as AIDS, HPV
viruses, which can cause cancer in women, and viruses that
cause a common cold. But recently we have heard the name of a
virus very much, CORONAVIRUS!!
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Few thought that in a world where medical science
has advanced so rapidly, it would now be plagued by a
disease that would affect human life to such an
extent that it would affect the unique world
order.Covid-19 is a name of an Epidemic whose are
different from other diseases, because it made
civilized man more aware of his weakness.Covid-19 is
the name of a disease that broke out in 2019 in
China and the southern province of Hubei in the
Wuhan region. The disease is caused by a generation
of coronaviruses; the virus also caused deadly
disease such as SARS in the early 21st century.
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It is interesting to note that scientists
believe that the market in which animals
such as bats and ants are sold is the main
source of production of Covid-19, and of
course the main suspect of the SARS
outbreak in 2003 was the same market.
Although the virus is not as deadly as the
disease mentioned, and of course its
mortality rate is very low, what makes
Covid-19 special is its very high rate of
spread.
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What do you thing about 

Covid-19???What do you 
know about this 

virus????What should we
do?? And, Has Earthly Life 

Reached the End???
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Theory of Golden Heart

Kindness is like snow. It beautifies everything it covers. Kindness 

is defined as the quality of being friendly, generous, and 

considerate. Affection, gentleness, warmth, concern, and care are 

words that are associated with kindness. What's missing in our 

world today is kindness and compassion to all life beings. It is 

important to be kind because it makes you feel good about 

yourself. Doing things for other people helping them with math or 

homework or anything it just makes you feel warm that you 

accomplished something. Kindness is a give and get thing a bit like 

respect. If you want respect you must give respect. Golden heart is 

a symbol of people who treats people with kindness. Who helps 

them with everything they can. 
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NGO:
NGOs are a subgroup of

organizations founded by citizens,
which include clubs and associations
that provide services to their
members and others. There are a lot
of different NGOs with different
purposes. A very popular kind is
charity.

What is an NGO??

What is the meaning 

of the term NGO??
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Charity:
The practice of charity means the voluntary giving of help to those in

need, as a humanitarian act. There are a number of philosophies about

charity, often associated with religion. Effective altruism is the use of

evidence and reasoning to determine the most effective ways to help

others. The word charity originated in late Old English to mean a

"Christian love of one's fellows," and up until at least the beginning of

the 20th century, this meaning remained synonymous with charity. Over

time, the meaning of charity has shifted from one of "Christian love" to

that of "providing for those in need; generosity and giving” a transition

which began with the Old French word charité.

Most famous kind of  charities

Most forms of charity are concerned with providing basic necessities such

as food, water, clothing, healthcare and shelter, but other actions may be

performed as charity: visiting the imprisoned or the homebound,

ransoming captives, educating orphans, even social movements.

Donations to causes that benefit the unfortunate indirectly, such as

donations to fund cancer research, are also charity. With regards to

religious aspects, the recipient of charity may offer to pray for the

benefactor. In medieval Europe, it was customary to feast the poor at the

funeral in return for their prayers for the deceased.
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Charities work type

In the past century, many charitable organizations 
have created a "charitable model" in which donators 
give to conglomerates give to recipients. Examples of 
this include the Make a Wish Foundation (John Cena

holds the title for most wishes granted by a single 
individual, with over 450 wishes) and the World 

Wildlife Fund. Today some charities have 
modernized, and allow people to donate online, 

through websites such as Just Giving.

Methods of charity in Islam

In Islam there are two methods of charity. One called Zakat, the 

other is called Sadaqa. Zakat is one of the five pillars upon which 

the Muslim religion is based, where 2.5% of one's saving is 

compulsory to be given as Zakat per Islamic calendar year Sadaqa

is voluntary charity or contribution. Sadaqa can be given using 

money, personal items, time or other resources. There is no 

minimum or maximum requirement for Sadaqa. Even smiling to 

other people is considered a Sadaqa.
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Famous charities in Iran

Mahak

The Mahak Society to Support Children with

Cancer is a non-governmental organisation in

Tehran dedicated to helping Iranian children

with cancer. It runs an 18000 sq m hospital in

the north of Tehran. The organisation was

founded in 1991 by Saideh Ghods She had

experienced having a child with cancer and

had witnessed first hand the difficulties faced

by her child, and pledged that she would set up

a center that would act as a sanctuary for

children and their families in a similar

situation.
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1.Donating gives you the opportunity to show gratitude.

Life is busy, and it can sometimes be easy to forget to show your gratitude

for all that you’ve been given. When you are ready to give and are

researching a charity to support, this can remind us of all that we have, and

the act of donating to charity is a way to express our feelings gratitude.

Inspire others to give by posting your kind action on social media to inspire

others to give generously.

Benefits of Donating:

2.Giving promotes feelings of happiness.

Helping others feels good. When you donate to a charity that is important to

you, you not only help them continue their vital work, you’re also

improving your emotional wellbeing, a win-win situation!

3.Giving to charity encourages friends and family to do the

same

Your own charitable donations can inspire your nearest and dearest to give

to causes important to them, and could even bring about a family-wide

effort to back a charity or charities that have special significance to you as a

group.
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The Astonishing Red Village in Iran

Hey everyone! Today we are going to travel to one of the 

most iconic villages in Iran. Yes! It’s  Abyaneh! Get ready 

to discover the wonders  of Abyaneh.  first we have to 

know that Abyaneh, is in the Isfahan Province, and it’s so  

close  to Kashan and Isfahan cities.
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Abayaneh is slightly like the Masooleh village in Gilan province
and it’s surrounded by beautiful mountains. that’s the first thing
that you notice When you arrive there Abyaneh, also known as
Red village- is among the oldest villages in Iran. One of the most
interesting points about Abyaneh is the culture of its local
residents. Older people of the village still speak Middle Persian,
which was originally the language of Sassanian Persia and
disappeared many centuries ago. For some people who wants to
know about the middle Persian, I consider there as a great place
because they can see and notice the way the elders talk. The way
people dress here is also very beautiful. Most women wear
colorful dresses and a special pair of pants.
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They also wear large white scarfs with printed red flowers named
Churched. They look so cute! I’m sure you will like it! While you
are in the village, try not to miss visiting the most impressive
building of the village, Jame Mosque. you can visit the castle just
at the top of the village. I bet It’s one of the coolest place in
abayaneh . Abyaneh is a must-see destination that should be
included on every traveler’s itinerary who travels to Iran. Every
year there are a lot of tourists who go there and spend their time
there. People usually spend the summer in this village. Over
30,000 foreign tourists visit Abyaneh village per year.\. It’s such
an amazing number for a village.

That was all I got for you guys. I hope 

you liked it! I really recommend you 

all to visit abayaneh at least for once . 
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“Karma”

Karma is about all that a person has done,

is doing and will do. It makes a person

responsible for their own life, and how

they treat other people. Our actions, both

good and bad, come back to us in the

future “I say kind words to you, and you

feel peaceful and happy. I say harsh words

to you, and you become ruffled and upset.

The kindness and the harshness will return

to me, through others, at a later time.

Finally, what I give is what I get back.”

Pay attention to the following rule below:
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1. The law of patience and reward

To generate change in the future, we must be consistent in our

karmic deeds today. It’s no good living healthily for one day and

then sabotaging it in the next. Be consistent in your goals, and they

will come to fruition.

2. The law of significance and inspiration

According to this law, every contribution you make will affect the 

world. You have been born with a specific gift, mission, and 

purpose that only you can bring into the world with your 

uniqueness. Authentically sharing your skills and gifts is why 

you’re here.
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3. The law of change

According to this principle, history will

continue to repeat itself until you learn from the

experience and take steps to do something

differently to stop the cycle. Change gives you a

new path so that you can create a new future and a

better version of yourself, free from the patterns of

the past.

4. The law of growth

Growth starts within us. To positively shape the

world, you need to start with yourself. That’s

because real change or personal growth begins with

what you have control over, which is yourself, not

others. The law of growth also looks at the things

you can’t control and how you deal with accepting

this fate. Ultimately, your focus should be on you,

not trying to control the people or things around you.
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5. The law of responsibility

It’s a reminder that you own what happens

to you in life. It’s a great reminder that what

happens to you is because of you. This eliminates

the opportunity for you to look outward to find the

cause of your problems. “You are the product of

the choices you make.”

This law is based on the principle that 

everything in your life, including your 

past, present, and future!!
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Tenet=Dodging the arrow of TIME

New Christopher Nolan film Tenet has hit our screens,
but it’s left viewers trying to get their heads around

exactly what went down. The time-bending spy movie is

full of twists and turns, with mysterious organizations

characters from the future and the past, and plenty of

confusing concepts.

There are many complicated themes and moments in

Tenet, making it a film that would likely benefit from being

watched more than once to get to grips with them all. Like

many of Nolan’s movies, time is a key idea through the

heart of it all.
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What happens in the film?

An organisation known as Tenet hires the Protagonist,
played by John David Washington, as a global disaster
looms. The Protagonist is joined by Neil, played by Robert
Pattison on his mission to prevent catastrophe.
Like the viewer, the Protagonist does not have all the
information about his assignment, or indeed the
situation he finds himself in, at the start of the film.
Tenet means a principle or a belief, which suggests that
the Protagonist has to simply believe in what he is
doing, without the full facts.
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Time inversion is a key
theme in this movie, which
means time can run
backwards. People and
objects can be inverted,
causing confusing scenes
such as bullets shooting
back into a gun, while an
inverted person in the film
can move backwards
through time, while the
rest of the world is running
forwards, and vice versa.
We meet the Sator, played
by Kenneth Branagh, who
is involved in a dark plot
alongside people from the
future to get hold of The
Algorithm.
The plans involve
gathering together nine
pieces the algorithm, a
weapon, that have been
scattered through time
and space. Collecting them
will allow the holder to
invert entropy – a complex
physical concept involving
matter and time.
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Sator has a terminal illness so is destined to
die, but plans to kill all humanity when he
goes.
Sator had intended to return through time to
when he was on a blissful boat trip with his
wife Kat and then kill himself, which would
activate a “dead man’s switch” triggering the
algorithm and leading to disastrous
consequences for humanity.
He is also collaborating with mysterious
future folk, who believe his actions could
somehow put an end to climate change, by
reversing the entropy of all life on Earth.
But the Protagonist, Neal and Kat stop things
from playing out like this.

In the end, I recommend you to 

watch this movie because it 

shows time machine and it has 

perfect soundtrack and plot. 

And It’s action and thriller 

movie. 

Scan to watch Tenet’s teaser
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How to make my 
own money???

Customers may “like” a product, but will generally only

pay for things they “need,” physically or emotionally. your reasons

for starting a business should include several of these motivations,

rather than, say, just doing it for the money opportunity: You can

make a living doing what you love (or at least what interests you)

The money you have been making for others now shifts to yourself.

You'll have greater job security. Here are 4 steps you need to do for

your own company

1) Refine your idea

If you're thinking about starting a business, you likely already 

have an idea of what you want to sell, or at least the market you 

want to enter. Do a quick search for existing companies in your 

chosen industry. Learn what current brand leaders are doing and 

figure out how you can do it better
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2) Write a business plan.

Once you have your idea in place, you need to ask yourself a few

important questions: What is the purpose of your business? Who are

you selling to? What are your end goals? How will you finance your

startup costs? These questions can be answered in a well-written

business plan. It's also a good idea to consider an exit strategy as you

compile your business plan. A lot of mistakes are made by new

businesses rushing into things without pondering these aspects of the

business. You need to find your target customer base. Who is going to

buy your product or service? If you can't find evidence that there's a

demand for your idea, then what would be the point? Generating

some idea of how you'll eventually exit the business forces you to look

to the future.

3) Assess your finances

starting any business has a price, so you need to determine how

you're going to cover those costs. Do you have the means to fund

your startup, or will you need to borrow money? If you're planning

to leave your current job to focus on your business, do you have

money put away to support yourself until you make a profit? It's best

to find out how much your startup costs will be. Many startups fail

because they run out of money before turning a profit.
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4) Register with the government and IRS

You will need to acquire a variety of business licenses before you can

legally operate your business. For example, you need to register your

business with federal, state and local governments. There are several

documents you must prepare before registering. To become an

officially recognized business entity, you must register with the

government. Corporations need an "articles of incorporation"

document, which includes your business name, business purpose,

corporate structure, stock details and other information about your

company
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Mind-blowing technology

When technology progresses and makes our lives even 

more convenient, we must stress how beneficial it is to 

our lives. Technology is changing fast. Technology isn't 

good or bad, it's the culture we build around it and the 

way we use it. Technology plays an important role in 

society today. Technology affects the way individuals 

communicate, learn, and think. It helps society and 

determines how people interact with each other on a daily 

basis. In this article, we are going to name some amazing 

and mind-blowing technology that it’s changing lives at 

the moment.
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Robots:
According to a Forrester report, robots will eliminate 6 percent of

all jobs in the U.S. by 2021. they believe that by 2030 one-

third of American jobs could become automated. so it's time for

us to start thinking about the way we'll interact with our new

coworkers. robots don't often hurt humans. But even the

smartest robots could fail if companies don't learn how to use

them safely and pass on that knowledge to employees.

Martinelli (professor) said. “We get lots of questions when

people are looking at a system, and we have to keep reminding

them that what is simple for you and me to do is actually quite

advanced.” So stay tuned! Cool thing are coming!
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Nanotechnology:
Nanotechnology is science, engineering, and technology

conducted at the nanoscale, which is about 1 to 100

nanometers. Physicist Richard Feynman, the father of

nanotechnology. Nanotechnology might lead to huge

advances in health care, improving methods for detecting

and treating diseases like cancer. he same reactivity that

makes them harmful in the body also means they can

break down dangerous chemicals in toxic waste – or

anywhere
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Physics class

Physics is the natural science that
studies matter, its motion and behavior through space and
time, and the related entities of energy and force. Physics
is one of the most fundamental scientific disciplines, and
its main goal is to understand how the universe behave!!

Let’s learn about gravity

What goes up must come down. On Earth, anyway. Why? There’s a lot of
gravity to that situation. Gravity is the attraction that objects with mass
have to other objects with mass. The more massive something is, the
more gravity it has. The gravity from the Earth’s mass pulls on your
body’s mass, keeping you here on Earth. Your body also has gravity,
but it’s so tiny compared to the Earth that the Earth will always win.

Gravity is what pulls huge clusters of atoms together into stars, and
chunks of matter into planets. It keeps planets in orbit around their
stars, and moons in orbit around their planets. When a really giant star
collapses in on itself, it can end up with so much mass — and so much
gravity — that not even light can escape. The result is a black hole!!!!
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Scientists Say: Velocity

Velocity is the speed an object is traveling in a
specific direction. It’s easy to confuse speed and
velocity, but they aren’t quite the same thing. Speed
is how quickly an object covers a distance. For
example, a car might be going 50 kilometers (31
miles) per hour. That is its speed. But its velocity is
the car’s speed and its direction. So if the car is
going 50 kilometers per hour to the north, that’s its
velocity.
Velocity is a mathematical vector. That means it has
both a magnitude (speed) and a direction. Scientists
need to consider an object’s velocity to calculate its
momentum — its velocity multiplied by its mass.
Scientists use measures of velocity in everything
from figuring out how much rain is falling to sending
a rocket to space.
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Let’s learn about colors

We live in a colorful world. Green leaves spring from the trees, flowers
come in every color of the rainbow, and birds sport fashionably
colorful feathers. We even live on a pale blue dot.
What creates all this color? Electromagnetic radiation — waves of
energy moving through space. The waves come in different lengths.
Cells in the backs of our eyes can perceive light as black, white, red,
green or blue. The cells then relay that information to the brain — and
we see the world in color. But we don’t see every color. Many
wavelengths are beyond what humans can see.
Nature has come up with many ways to make colors. Leaves, for
instance, get their green from chlorophyll — the same chemical that
helps them make sugar from sunlight. Some beetles, though, are
beautifully shimmery from tiny structures in their wings. Those
structures bounce light off differently at each angle, producing
iridescence. And peacock spiders use a combination of pigments and
tiny structures to get their beautiful behinds.
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A genius writer:

Do you know who is the world’s greatest dramatist and the

greatest writer in English? Well of course. William

Shakespeare!! Shakespeare was an actor, as well as a writer.

Shakespeare had seven siblings Shakespeare had three

children. Shakespeare's plays are as popular as they are

because he was perhaps the greatest writer who has ever lived.

It's partly because he was writing plays which go on being

performed and therefore which can be brought freshly to life for

each generation by actors of the present.
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His plays have been translated into every major living language and are 

performed more often than those of any other playwright. They also 

continue to be studied and reinterpreted. he had the capacity to think 

himself into the minds of other human beings, and to summarize the great 

range of our emotions in words that are simple. That’s why we call him a 

genius! Now here are his most popular quotes
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During his lifetime, William Shakespeare wrote around

37 plays for the theatre and over 150 poems. Some of

his famous plays are: hamlet, Romeo and Juliet, King

Lear, Othello, twelfth night

Unfortunately, Shakespeare's death at the age of fifty-

two will almost surely remain a mystery. But

Shakespeare fared quite well, leading a relatively long

and healthy life.
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Poems
From fairest creatures we desire increase,

That thereby beauty’s rose might never die,

But as the riper should by time decease,

His tender heir might bear his memory:

But thou contracted to thine own bright eyes,

Feed's thy light’s flame with self-substantial fuel,

Making a famine where abundance lies,

Thy self thy foe, to thy sweet self too cruel:

Thou that art now the world’s fresh ornament,

And only herald to the gaudy spring,

Within thine own bud burriest thy content,

And, tender churl, make's waste in niggarding:

Pity the world, or else this glutton be,

To eat the world’s due, by the grave and thee.

Some might suggest Shakespeare’s idea of beauty is only skin

deep, but right from the first two lines it’s stated that this beauty

fades and that even the fairest of creature’s is no match for Time.

He says we are all attracted to beauty and long for it, “from

fairest creatures” we desire ‘increase,’ i.e. to reproduce, yet in

recognizing that this kind of beauty fades, Shakespeare prepares

you to discover an even higher order of beauty: the power to

create new beauty! Herein lies the germ of Shakespeare’s entire

theme as he develops it throughout the series. However, he

warns us and the ostensible person he is addressing, that to be

preoccupied with one’s own beauty, is to be blind to this

qualitatively higher order of beauty, which lies in the future.

Meaning
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Poems

Shakespeare is reflecting on the conflicting battle of one’s 
infatuation with a beautiful thing, the feeling of being enthralled 
to it, and the strong desire to “possess” it as though it were 
some object, some “thing” we wish to claim. The woman he 
loved, has yet chosen another course for her life it seems, but he 
cannot seem to let go (whether the Elizabeth Vernon narrative 
be entirely accurate or not); he is conflicted with the different 
feelings of desire, fear, loss. He is sharing all this with us, he is an 
open book, and in saying all this he is warning the reader to look 
beyond their immediate feelings, their impulses, no matter how 
noble they may seem – do not be so blind as to not recognize 
“the heaven that leads men to Hell.”

Meaning





Keep on going, and the chances are that you will stumble on something, perhaps when

you are least expecting it. I never heard of anyone ever stumbling on something

sitting down.”

– Charles F. Kettering

Sometimes it takes only one act of kindness and 
caring to change a person’s life. Do things for 
people not because of who they are or what 

they do in return, but because of who you are. 
Kindness begins with the understanding that we 

all struggle. Look carefully! Can you tell the 
times you waste on hating instead of  loving?


